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Abstract� This paper presents a number of marginally related techniques for blind signal

copy�equalization using multiple sensors� The techniques presented include the follow�

ing� a decision�directed algorithm for reception of CDMA signals� a method for multipath

equalization that exploits array calibration data� and a blind equalization technique that

assumes a state space model for the communication channel and a white information se�

quence� While all of the algorithms consider the same type of problem� they di�er in what

a priori assumptions are made about the signals and the array�
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�� INTRODUCTION

The objective of all communication systems
is the accurate transmission and reception of
information�bearing signals� As the signals prop�
agate from the transmitter to the receiver� they
may undergo distortion due to channel imperfec�
tions such as the multipath phenonmenon� and
consequently some type of equalization scheme is
required at the receiver to compensate for these
e�ects� Traditional equalization methods rely on
the use of known training signals that the re�
ceiver can use to model the channel e�ects� and
compensate for them when an unknown signal
is transmitted later �see Proakis �����	 for an
overview of such methods	� When the use of train�
ing signals is impractical� one must resort to so�
called self�recovering or blind equalization tech�
niques �Sato ��
�� Godard ����� Benveniste and
Goursat ���� Gardner ����	 that exploit only
partial a priori information about the transmitted
signal �e�g�� cyclostationarity� higher order statis�
tics etc�	� While such methods eliminate the need
for training signals� they typically converge to a
solution more slowly�

When an array of antenna elements or sensors is
used on the receive end� it is possible to spatially
discriminate between signals that overlap in both
time and frequency� The process of individually
extracting the signals received by an array is often
referred to as signal copy� though one can think
of it as really a form of spatial equalization� Sig�
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nal copy algorithms can be classi�ed as either DF
�direction �nding� based or blind� depending on
what a priori information is used to form the sig�
nal estimates� DF�based methods require knowl�
edge of the array response and estimates of the
directions of arrival �DOAs	 of the signals to com�
pute the weights of the spatial equalizer �or �lter	
�Van Veen and Buckley ����	� while blind tech�
niques assume only minimal information about
the temporal properties of the signals themselves
�Gooch and Lundel ����� Agee et al� ����	�

Traditionally� signal copy methods have focused
on �nding the best estimates of the signals at
the array� rather than trying to estimate the sig�
nals that were actually transmitted at the source�
Recently� a number of algorithms have been pro�
posed that address the latter problem �Tong et
al� ����� Li and Ding ����� Tong et al� ����� Liu
et al� ����� Schell and Smith ����	� These mul�
tichannel equalization techniques are based only
on second order statistics� and typically model the
channel between the source and each sensor as a
�nite impulse response �FIR	 �lter� We should
note that use of the term �multichannel� here is
not restricted to situations involving multiple an�
tennas� but can also refer to oversampled or frac�
tionally spaced equalization of a single channel�

���� Outline of Results

In this paper� three new algorithms are presented
that address di�erent problems in blind signal
copy and multichannel equalization� The �rst
method is based on the decision directed �DD	

�



philosophy� wherein binary decisions made on an
initial estimate of the received signal are used to
reconstruct a �clean� reference signal that is used
to compute an updated set of �lter weights� A DD
algorithm is developed and applied to the prob�
lem of interference reduction in multiple receiver
CDMA �code division multiple access	 systems�
For simplicity� the approach is presented for the
case of a perfect channel where only spatial equal�
ization is required� Extending the algorithm to
situations where both temporal and spatial equal�
ization are needed is straightforward�

The second algorithm relies on array calibration
data to equalize a multipath channel� and is appli�
cable in situations where the relative path delays
may be long enough to decorrelate the signal re�
�ections� A least�squares �t to the data model
in the frequency domain is used to estimate the
transmitted signal� along with the DOAs� relative
delays� and complex amplitudes of the multipath
re�ections� The performance of the algorithm is
compared with that achieved by some of the newer
blind equalization schemes mentioned above� and
it is shown that the use of array calibration data
can provide a signi�cant performance advantage�
However� such data is often imprecisely known�
and there is a point where better performance can
be obtained by just ignoring it� To address this is�
sue� an empirical study is conducted to determine
the level of array perturbation required to reach
this �break�even� point for a speci�c simulation
scenario�

The third and �nal technique developed in this
paper is a method for blind equalization of digital
communication channels that can be described by
single�input� multiple�output �SIMO	 state space
models� The method assumes that the symbol
sequence of the channel input is white� and re�
lies on �nding the intersection of the row spaces
of two time�shifted Hankel matrices formed from
the array outputs� The channel input is then es�
timated by exploiting the diagonal shift structure
present in the matrix formed after removing the
data corresponding to the intersecting row spaces�
This approach has two principal advantages over
most of the other blind equalization techniques
mentioned above� First� the state space channel
model is more general than models based on FIR
�lters� and second� it can provide a substantial
savings in computation�

After a brief discussion of some notation and mod�
eling issues in the next section� a more detailed
description of the above algorithms is given in Sec�
tions � through �� respectively�

�� SOME MODELING ASSUMPTIONS

We will assume throughout this paper a narrow�
band multichannel communication environment

in which the envelope of the signals of interest do
not change appreciably as they propagate across
the array� With m sensors and d received sig�
nals� this assumption leads to the following famil�
iar model for the output of the array at time t�

x�t	 � �a���	 � � � a��d	�

�
��

s��t	
���

sd�t	

�
��� n�t	

� A��	s�t	 � n�t	 � CI m ��	

where sk�t	 is the k
th signal received by the array�

� � ���� � � � � �d� is a vector containing the DOAs
of the signals� a��k	 represents the response of the
array to a unit signal arriving from direction �k�
and n�t	 is additive noise� GivenN measurements
or �snapshots� from the array� ��	 may be written
in matrix form as

X � A��	S�N � ��	

where X � �x��	� � � � �x�N	�� and S and N are
similarly de�ned�

Methods that exploit the array response to esti�
mate the DOAs and signal waveforms �such as
the technique presented in Section 	 require that
m � d� However� this is not a realistic assumption
for a CDMA communications system� or when a
large number of multipaths are present� When
there are more signals than array elements� the
temporal rather than spatial properties of the sig�
nals must be exploited� as illustrated in Sections �
and �� For example� in a multipath environment�
sk�t	 � gk�t	 �u�t	� where gk�t	 is the impulse re�
sponse for the kth multipath channel and u�t	 is
the actual transmitted signal� In such cases�

A��	s�t	 �

�
��

h��t	
���

hm�t	

�
�� � u�t	 � ��	

where � denotes convolution� and hk�t	 �Pd

i�� ak��i	gi�t	 is the composite impulse re�
sponse for the channel between the source and the
kth sensor �ak��i	 is the reponse of the k

th sensor
in direction �i	� Using prior information about
the structure of hk�t	 and�or u�t	� the m � d re�
striction can be overcome�

�� A DECISION DIRECTED
METHOD FOR CDMA SIGNALS

Consider the problem of �nding the best linear
estimator �spatial �lter	 w�X of one of the re�
ceived signals s�t	� It is well known that in terms
of mean squared error �MSE	� the optimal weight
vector is given by

wMSE � argmin
w
E �kw�X� �s��	� � � � � s�N	�k�F

�



� R��xxRxs � �	

where

Rxx � lim
N��

�

N

NX
t��

x�t	x��t	

Rxs � lim
N��

�

N

NX
t��

x�t	s��t	 �

Without a training signal� direct computation of
wMSE is impractical since it depends on knowl�
edge of s�t	� Alternatively� if a signal �s�t	 were
available that was correlated with s�t	� then a
vector proportional to wMSE could be obtained
by using Rx�s in place of Rxs� One way of �nd�
ing �s�t	 when s�t	 is a digital signal would be to
remodulate a �clean� version of a signal obtained
by making symbol decisions on some initial DF�
based or blind estimate of s�t	� The outline of a
decision directed algorithm based on this idea is
given below �Swindlehurst et al� ����	�

�� Obtain an initial estimate of the signal by ei�
ther a conventional DF�based or blind copy
approach� Demodulate the signal to estimate
the transmitted bits� and use the bit deci�
sions to generate an improved estimate of the
transmitted signal� Denote this estimate as
�s��t	�

�� Compute the MMSE signal copy vector

�w � �R��xx
�Rx�s� � ��	

�� Compute the signal estimate �s�t	 � �w�X�

� Demodulate �s�t	 to obtain an estimate of the
transmitted symbols� For the nth iteration�
let the estimate of the transmitted symbols
be denoted by In�

�� Using In as the modulating symbol stream�
reconstruct an estimate of the transmitted
signal� Denote this estimate as �sn�t	�

�� Set �s��t	 � �sn�t	�


� Repeat steps � to � until In � In���

In a CDMA signal environment where the under�
lying data is BPSK� the �baseband	 signals re�
ceived by the array are of the form

sk�t	 � �p�sck�t� �k	e
j�k � ��	

where ck�t	 is the �orthogonal	 spreading code
for signal k� ��s is the signal power� and �k and
�k are some relative time delay and phase shift�
When �k and �k can be determined by proper
carrier� symbol� and code synchronization� the
BPSK data can be determined by correlating the

received data with c�k�t� �k	e
�j�k � The e�ects of

any interfering co�channel signals are reduced by
choosing the code sequences for di�erent signals
to be as orthogonal as possible�

Assuming a symbol period of T and a processing
gain of L for the codes� the output of the matched
�lter is given by

z�l	 �

Z lT

�l���T

x�t	c�k�t� �k	e
�j�kdt �
	

� �Lp�sa��k	 � �n�l	 � ��	

where �n�l	 is the output due to noise and other
co�channel CDMA users� A spatial �lter can be
applied before or after the matched �lter to yield
the signal that is actually sampled to determine
the transmitted bit at time l�

w�kz�l	 � �Lp�sw�ka��k	 �w�k�n�l	 � ��	

A decision directed algorithm for determining the
�best� wk is outlined below�

�� Obtain an initial estimate of the transmitted
symbols using wk � �� � � � � ��T �

�� Using these symbol decisions� generate an es�
timate �s��k�t	 of the k

th signal using ��	� and
the appropriate code� timing� and phase in�
formation�

�� Use �s��k�t	 to initialize steps � through 
 of
the generic decision directed algorithm de�
scribed above�

Another approach for spatial �ltering in a CDMA
signal environment can be found in Suard et al�
�����	� Suard�s method is based on the idea
that the only di�erence between the covariance of
the array data before �Rxx	 and after processing
�Rzz	 is that the k

th signal has undergone a pro�
cessing gain of L �or L� in power	� Consequently�
a��k	 can be determined from

Rzz �Rxx � �L� � �	��sa��k	a��k	
� �

while the covariance of the interference plus noise
is similarly given by

� �
L�

L� � �

	
Rxx �Rzz	L

�


�

Using estimates of a��k	 and � obtained from the

sample averages �Rxx and �Rzz� the spatial �lter
weights are computed as

�wk �
�����a��k	

�a���k	 �����a��k	
�
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Fig� �� BER Performance vs� No� of Symbols

A simulation study was conducted to compare the
performance of the decision directed algorithm de�
scribed above with Suard�s approach� The signals
were generated by modulating a random binary
bit stream with a long ���		 QPSK code whose
spreading factor was L � �� Each of the sig�
nals was assumed to reach the array at a di�er�
ent position in the code ���� chips apart	 and
with a di�erent �random	 symbol o�set� Imper�
fect power control was simulated by drawing the
signal amplitudes from a log normal distribution
with mean � dB above the background noise� and
with a standard deviation of � dB� The array was
assumed to be a �ve element uniform linear array
�ULA	 with half�wavelength inter�element spac�
ing� and the DOAs of the signals were uniformly
distributed between ���� relative to broadside�
In the �rst example� the number of co�channel
users was set to ��� and the BER performance was
calculated as a function of the number of symbols
used to estimate w� The results are plotted in
Figure � for Suard�s algorithm� the decision di�
rected approach� and for the case where only one
array element is used� A total of ��
 bit deci�
sions were used to estimate the BER� In the sec�
ond example� the BER performance as a function
of the number of co�channel users was calculated
assuming �� transmitted symbols� and the results
are plotted in Figure �� In both cases� the deci�
sion directed approach yields a signi�cantly lower
BER�

� MULTIPATH EQUALIZATION
USING ARRAY CALIBRATION DATA

Suppose in the model of ��	 that each of the mul�
tipath channels from the source to the array can
be represented by

gi�t	 � 
i��t� �i	 � ���	
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Fig� �� BER Performance vs� No� of Users

where 
i is a complex constant� ���	 is the Dirac
delta� and �i is a �relative	 time shift� Under this
assumption� equation ��	 can be written in the
frequency domain as

X��	 � A��	G����� � 	U��	 �N��	 � ���	

where

G����� � 	 �

�
����

�

�e

�j���

���

d��e

�j��d��

�
���� �

and � � �
�� � � � � 
d���T � � � ���� � � � � �d���T �
have been normalized with respect to the �rst
multipath signal�

If the reciprocals of the relative multipath delays
are much larger than the bandwidth of the sig�
nal� then G is approximately independent of fre�
quency� In such cases� equation ���	 simply rep�
resents the standard model for the coherent DOA
estimation problem� and equalization is not an is�
sue� However� there are many situations where
� cannot be ignored� and� while one could use a
standard DF�based signal copy algorithm to ob�
tain an unstructured estimate of each of the mul�
tipath signals� an algorithm that more fully ex�
ploits the model of ���	 would yield far better
performance� When d  m� the simple para�
metric structure of ���	 suggests the following
least�squares minimization problem based on an
N �point discrete Fourier transform �DFT	 of X�

min
������U

J � min
������U

NX
i��

kX��i	�A��	GiU��i	k�

� min
�����

NX
i��

Tr
	
P�AG��i	X��i	X

���i	


�



where

P�AG��i	 � I� �AGi	�AGi	
�	�G�

iA
�AGi	�

Gi � G��i��� � 	� and the �separable	 signal esti�
mate is determined from

�U��i	 � �AGi	
�X��i		�G

�

iA
�AGi	 � ���	

Relative to the multichannel blind equalization
techniques mentioned earlier� this array�based ap�
proach has the disadvantages of requiring a more
restrictive channel model� array calibration data
that is often subject to serious errors� and some
type of search technique to minimize the criterion�
However� as illustrated in the following simula�
tion example� when d  m and the model of ���	
holds� a signi�cant performance advantage can be
obtained by exploiting the array calibration data
even in situations where it is severely corrupted�

In this example� a miscalibrated four element
ULA and a three�ray multipath channel were sim�
ulated� The channel input was BPSK with a
random bit stream and �� dB SNR relative to
the noise at the array� the DOAs of the received
multipaths were ��� ���� and ���� and their re�
spective delays were �� �� and � symbols� The
complex gains of each multipath were randomly
varied from trial to trial� though they were nor�
malized at each trial to have a combined norm
of unity� A total of � snapshots �one sample
per symbol	 were used in each trial to perform
the equalization� and Figure � gives a plot of the
resulting root MSE for several algorithms versus
the standard deviation of the random perturba�
tion made to the nominal ULA response� The
methods simulated were the algorithm described
above ��Array method�	� and the algorithms of
Tong et al� �����	 ��TXK method�	� Liu et al�
�����	 ��LXT method�	� and Schell and Smith
�����	 ��SS method�� K � L � �	� The array�
based method signi�cantly outperformed the SS
and TXK approaches� and was better than LXT
provided the standard deviation of the array er�
ror was below ���� which corresponds to roughly
a ��� error in gain and �� in phase� It should be
noted that while the LXT algorithm was the best
overall performer� it was also the most computa�
tionally intensive� requiring the SVD of a �
����
matrix at each trial�

�� BLIND EQUALIZATION
OF STATE SPACE CHANNELS

One way of relaxing the FIR assumption made
by most blind equalizers would be to describe
the multichannel �digital	 communication envi�
ronment using a �complex	 SIMO state space

Array method
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TXK method  

SS method   
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model�

zk�� � Fzk � buk
xk � Czk � duk

� ���	

where uk � CI is the kth transmitted symbol�
xk � CI m is the kth snapshot from the array�
zk � CI n is the state of the channel for symbol
k� and F� b� C� and d are constant matrices of
appropriate dimension� With the availability of
several snapshots� ���	 can be written in matrix
form as

Xk � �Zk �HUk � ��	

where for any i and j

Xk �

�
���

xk xk�� � � � xk�j��
xk�� xk�� � � � xk�j
���

��� � �
� ���

xk�i�� xk�i � � � xk�i�j��

�
���

� �

�
�����

C

CF

CF�

���
CFi��

�
�����

Zk � �zk zk�� � � � zk�j���

H �

�
�����

d � � � � �
Cb d � � � �
CFb Cb � � � �
���

���
� � �

���
CFi��b CFi��b � � � d

�
����� �

andUk is an i�j block Hankel matrix constructed
exactly asXk� but containing samples of the input
sequence�

If it is assumed that uk is white� then the rows of
Uk �Uk�i� and Zk�i are all asymptotically �j �



�	 orthogonal� Since Zk can be written as a lin�
ear combination of the rows of Zk�i and Uk�i�

Zk �
�
Fi Fi��b � � � b

�  Zk�i
Uk�i

�
�

the rows of Zk and Uk are asymptotically orthog�
onal as well� When mi � n � i� these facts lead
to the interesting observation that in the LQ de�
composition


Xk�i

Xk

�
�


L�� �
L�� L��

�
Q��
Q��

�
� ���	

the row space of Q�� must be asymptotically or�
thogonal to that of Zk�i�Uk�i� and Zk� and hence
HUk � L��Q

�

� as j ���

If it were possible to isolate the term HUk� the
special structure of this matrix could be exploited
to determine the sequence of input symbols to
within a scaling� To see this� let V � HUk� and
de�ne Vu � V�� � m� � � j � �	� Vr � V�� �
�m � �	i� � � j	� Vl � V�m � � � mi� � � j � �	� It
is easy to show that

V� def�


Vu

Vl �Vr

�
���	

�

�
���

d

CFb
���

CFi��b

�
��� �uk uk�� � � � uk�j����

The above ideas suggest the following algorithm
for �blind	 determination of the transmitted sym�
bol sequence�

�� Form Xk�i and Xk� and perform the LQ de�
composition in ���	�

�� Set V � L��Q
�

�� and form V� as in ���	�

�� Find a rank one approximantV� 	 v�v�� � and
set ��uk �uk�� � � � �uk�j��� � v���

Although the above algorithm does not require
knowledge of n� the parameter i must be chosen
large enough to satisfymi � n�i� An appropriate
value for the state space dimension can be read�
ily determined by examining the rank of L��Q

�
��

which in the noiseless case is asymptotically equal
to n� Due to space limitations in this paper� the
reader is referred to Swindlehurst ����	 for ex�
amples of the performance of the above algorithm�
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